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I passed the test—no lie
By Susan Walker
He strapped me in.
I had direct orders not to tap my feet, snap my
fingers or use body language of any kind. The only
language I had at my disposal were the words
"yes" and "no." I could speak only when spoken
to.
It was the last step in my quest for a job. I had
already had two interviews, but T.G.I. Friday's,
like many other companies, requires a polygraph
test of all employees. Many use the test as a
personal screening device, but it didn't help to

know that my possible fellow workers had been
electronically scanned before me.
The preliminaries seemed easy. My inquisitor
was a bland, balding man who chatted amicably
with me about my new job. We talked for nearly
20 minutes before the test without knowing each
other's names.
But the talk became less informal. Suddenly,
Ward of Ward's Polygraph service began asking
questions about my character, my former jobseven my driving. Panic set in. I felt duped. I had
been lulled into a false sense of security.
I had to get my wits about me again. After he

read through the list of standard questions, we
would enter the inner sanctum for the test. My
hands began to sweat, my heart was beating
louder than his droning and I was out of breath.
Not good. The test detects lies by monitoring
blood pressure, breathing patterns and sweat and
nerve impulses in the hands.
He told me not to worry. "Don't be nervous," he
said, smiling. (I could have sworn there was a
gleam in his eye.)
Ward of Ward's Polygraph secured metal plates
to my heavily perspiring fingers, latched coiled
cords around my panting midsection and started
taking my soaring blood pressure.
There was still nothing to worry about. All I
had to do was to be truthful. That itself was
easy-the hard part was trying to keep my nervous system tamed.
"Is your first name Susan?" my inquisitor
asked.
"Yes." (Whew! One down. Crudl My triumph
probably made the tell-tale red line go out of sight.
Next.)
"Are you 21 years old?"
"Yes," I answered confidently. (What a breeze!)
Security was stroking my fettered nerves again.
"Have you ever stolen anything from a place of
employment?"
"No."
(Well, wait. I used to snitch penny candies at the
store when business was slow.)
Too late. He had already moved on.
"Have you ever gotten a ticket for your driving
or been in trouble because of your driving?" he
continued.
"No," I said smugly. (Well, there was that
parking ticket this summer. I wonder if that
counts? Does it matter that I had to take my
driver's test five times?)
"Could you please repeat that," I asked Ward of
Ward's Polygraph, wondering if I got demerits for
having a question repeated.
"When was the last time you smoked
marijuana?"
Silence. (Oh, Cod! He didn't even ask me if I
smoked marijuana. I look like a drug addict.
What's the use?)
I mumbled a response, wondering if my
thoughts were wreaking havoc on the meter with
red ink.
"Would you please repeat your answer to the
last question?"
I did. I was finished. Why would Friday's want
a lying drug addict to greet people at the door?
Why would they want anyone with my nerves?
He continued.
"Do you use any drugs besides marijuana?"
"No," I said determinedly.
"Are vou sure you haven't taken any kind of
medication in the last three days?"
I admired his persistence.
"No," I answered.

He let the air out of the blood pressure gauge.
The test was over.
He released me from my various monitors,
chatting once again like a friendly, balding man.
He said he'd call the manager later in the afternoon.
With sweat still beaded on my fingertips, I tried
to calm my breathing while I awaited the
inevitable.
Ward of Ward's Polygraph said I passed. ttC.
Art by I Humphrey
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Ode to Reed Lobby
By Linda Flood
Four benches with tweedish
cushions. Two potted trees. A
couple of ashtrays. It's invitingly
conspicuous. It's Reed Lobby.
Yeah there's people sitting out in
the mall. And there's people sitting
over in the Student Center. But this
is different. It's covert and it's
blatant. Actors and actresses change
constantly and regularly on this
stage that represents something
distinct for each participant.
There's no such thing as not participating in Reed Lobby-even
mute, inconspicuous types play
their parts.
The crowd, or lack of, that
gathers there creates an interesting
cycle. In the morning the students
there are bothered and sleep-eyed.
The benches are burdened with
dressed-up females wearing hose
and carrying bags that match their
shoes, and males with hair flat on
one side with sleep, all irritated to
have to wait for class to begin.
As a rule in the morning, the
group slumping in Reed Lobby stays
mute and stares off until the spoiler
shows up.
The spoiler can be
anybody, but is most frequently a
skinny female with hair that is
wingy and sprayed. She's usually
wearing a bow or a series of bows,
either in her hair, on her shoes, or
around her waist or neck. She's very
bowish. She always sees someone
she knows who is participating in
the solemn morning rite, the stonefaced hatred of 8 o'clocks.
She flutters over and effervesces
somehow. No one knows how she
chatters and giggles as if it weren't
morning at all. She reels on and on,
a monologue of colloquial jargon
that goes something like this:
"And he goes, like 'Why were you
at UP.?" and I'm like mega-ticked in
a big way, and it was like 'Bun off
Wallyl Stop givin' me the business!'
The others look at their watches,
grimace and grit their teeth. Their
eyes roll as they tune her out.
Afternoon in Reed Lobby breeds
apathy as the cast changes. No more
hose or matching handbags. The
dress code is raggy jeans. Army
fatigues, backpacks, sweat clothes

and T-shirts. People sprawl out
more when they sit down. They
smoke and talk slowly about
literature, about their mothers,
about themselves, about drugs or a
war.
They put their cigarette ashes
anywhere, flick them in the potted
trees, on the floor, sometimes in the
ashtrays, but their favorite place is
in a blue plastic cup. Somehow
there's always one of those cups
there with dead cigarettes floating
in it.
Athletes wearing the top halves of
T-shirts shuffle past with their
concrete thighs and speak to one
another. "What it is. Jack
They're all named Jack.
Around 2:30 an Asian girl crosses
her legs on the bench that faces the

contemplate skipping the last half of
class, but they never do that. They
amble to the drinking fountain after
the allotted 15 minutes, then
migrate back together still muttering.
There are also certain social codes
that apply, a certain "Reed Lobby
etiquette" to be followed. For instance, never sit on a bench with a
person you don't know as long as
there is another bench free. Also, if
there are already four people
perched on the four respective
benches, then sit with the smallest
person there. If someone else wants
to join the fivesome, then he or she
must sit opposite you and the
stranger you are sitting with. There
is a certain balance to be maintained.

Litkia Haviland discusses social work with some of her students after class in
Reed Lobby. The students are Ken Bener, J.C. Morris, Ollie Norris and Tad
Schwartz.
Photo by Ben Noey
library and speaks French to
passers-by.
Afternoon in Reed Lobby is
almost communal. Everyone
contributes to the equilibrium of the
others. Everyone contributes to the
conversation. Someone always
needs a light. Someone else doles out
cigarettes to desperate strangers.
At night, refugees from night
classes sit briefly on the benches
during their breaks. They mutter,
rub their eyes and comment on their
teachers' quirks. Most often, they

Also
tascinating
is
that
eavesdropping is perfectly acceptable, if not expected, from
participants. No one seems to mind
that others are listening to what
they're saying. Eavesdropping can
be either blatant or discreet, and
usually turns out to be educational
for the listener.
One night in October two girls sat
down across from me as I was
studying sociology. Both were pale
blondes and one of them kept
blowing her nose. As she shredded

Kleenex nervously, her voice
trembled out a story about how the
Army had refused her a scholarship.
The other gave a spiel about the
Navy, the Air Force and the
Marines. As they spoke I began
writing my sociology paper on
college women and the Armed
Services. I took notes. I became
emotionally involved in their lives.
With enough material for my paper,
I handed the girl another Kleenex
and left, almost sniffling myself.
Since then I've taken to getting
quite a lot of material for papers
and assignments from the participants there. Even when no one
else is sitting there, the lobby can be
extremely inspiring, especially
when it's raining out. It's quiet and
comfortable.
One night last week in my dorm
room I attempted to decipher an
anthropology article for the next
day.
Distracted
and
procrastinating, I had to get out of
the room, go to the library or
somewhere quietly intelligent. It
was then that I had an insatiate
desire to go to Reed Lobby. Luckily
the door to Reed was unlocked and I
tromped in. But as I pushed open the
second door which led to the lobby,
my heart fell. I glanced down the
hall and saw all four benches
scooted up against the wall. One
had a mop leaning on it. On one of
the others was a maid eating a
sandwich.
"Oh my God," I mumbled as I
clutched my head. The maid
glanced my way and with her
mouth full nonchalantly inquired
"You all right honey?"
"Yeah, I guess so," I answered,
and walked back out disoriented, as
if I'd lost my moorings.
On the way back to the dorm I
couldn't help humming a chorus of
Joni Mitchell that goes something
like, "You don't know what you've
got till it's gone
It was then that I began to think
about that place and its participants. Communal, contributing,
quiet and almost addictive, it may
be only four benches with tweedish
cushions, a couple of potted trees
and some ashtrays, but still it's
invitingly conspicuous. It's Reed
Lobby. etC.

Szechuan has hot and spicy menu
By Liz and Lor i
Szechuan Restaurant (pronounced
check-u-on)-5712 Locke Avenue
(738-7300). Open 11:30 a.m.10
p.m. Monday through Thursday,
11:30 a.m.-ll p.m. Friday and
Saturday, and 5-10 p.m. Sundays.
Moderate prices. Szechuan has
three things going for it-food,
service and atmosphere. If you have
any doubts, ask our Dean of
Students Carol Adcock, who
originally informed us on the Szech
experience. Unlike other Chinese
food, this stuff has zing. No bland-

ness here; hot and spicy is the
word. Our budgets were rather tight
this week, so we settled for basic
sweet and sour dishes. We can
honestly say that it was the best
basic sweet and sour chicken we've
had yet. It was served with rice, tea,
and a fortune cookie at the close of
the meal. Some of the house
specialties are the Szechuan lamb,
Szechuan chicken, and Peking duck.
The atmosphere is subdued, with
just the right amount of background
noise to make you feel comfortable,
and the Chinese music is at just the
right level: low. A great place to eat

and converse. Alcohol served.
Zeke's Fish and CTnps-5920
Curzon (731-3321). Open 11 a.m.10 p.m. Monday through Thursday,
11 a.m.-midnight on Friday and
Saturday, and noon-11 p.m.
Sundays. Inexpensive to moderate.
Frankly, we were disappointed in
this sister restaurant to the Hop.
Zeke's attempts to achieve a nonconformist's fish and chips haven,
but succeeds only in being Long
John Silver's incognito. The only
items that aren't deep fried here are
the salads, and the avocado on
honeywheat sandwich. They have

takeout tubs of fish, beer and wine.
Carshon's
Delicatessen - 3133
Cleburne Rd. (923-1907). Open 8
a.m.-5:30 p.m. daily, Sunday 9
a.m.-1:30 p.m., closed Wednesdays.
Inexpensive to moderate. Delis are
uncommon in the South, but lurking
in the midst of Cowtown is a first
rate kosher kitchen. The lack of
atmosphere in this little eatery is the
atmosphere. It may seem absurd to
rhapsodize over a simple deli
sandwich or a bowl of homemade
soup, but Carshon's offerings are
unsurpassable. "Eat here or take it
with you." Carshon's serves beer.«tC
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Car wars: the fruits of our labor

By Gregg Franzwa
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On the news the other night John
Chancellor informed me that new
car sales had hit their lowest mark
in some years. I could tell immediately that this was bad news.
John was looking pretty grim about
it, and there was one of those end-ofcivilization-as-we-know-it line
graphs pictured behind him-the
kind that resembles the right half of
Pikes Peak.
Clearly, only God knows what
awful economic catastrophe awaits
us if we don't get our collective car
buying act together. Contraction,
recession, depression, and before
long, Poles sending food parcels to
their relatives in Chicago.
Whit can I do? you ask. Probably
nothing if you're not prepared to
buy a hundred thousand new cars in
the next week and a half. Individually, we are powerless to
reverse this trend. So let's look on
the bright side. If we quit buying
new cars, then, given that the old
ones continue to fall apart with the
frequency to which we have become
accustomed, there will be fewer cars
on the roads.
This, I want to maintain, would
be a good thing.
Of course this will result in more
unemployment in Michigan. But if
current trends persist, that entire
state will end up moving to

Houston, where they will be forced
to look upon the fruits of their
labors. (Indeed, if six more people
move to Houston with cars, all hope
of traffic movement during daylight
hours there will disappear.) Even
economics can have irony.
I think fewer cars would be nice
for several reasons. First, we're
going to run out of oil anyway. Why
not start to kick our oil habit now,
so that when the inevitable international conflict over the last
barrel occurs, we won't have to be
part of it.
Besides, we really didn't need all
those new cars to begin with. After
all we only bought them because we
couldn't keep the old ones running.
It is frequently said that the
automobile purchase is the second
most significant decision in your life
as a consumer.
And it's true-buying a house is
surely worse. But cars aren't far
behind. Termites won't get your
Chevy, but virtually everything else
will-from both the inside and out.
Sand, dirt, rocks, tar, bugs, sunlight,
and little old ladies in Buicks will
ultimately win the battle for your
paint job.
While internally, a variety of
electrical,
hydraulic
and
mechanical systems will be competing to see which fails first. This is
all part of grand design that the

finite consumer mind has trouble
grasping.
It's better for the economy if your
car dies, because then you're likely
to be buying a new car. This will
provide jobs, promote capital investment, increase the GNP,
strengthen
the dollar, and
ultimately help prevent the collapse
of the free market system. But does
it really make sense that the health
of the system is promoted by the
misfortune of its members?
There's also the matter of safety.
Recently I was driving in Los
Angeles. At least I think I was. I've
blocked a lot of it out of consciousness. However, I do recall
making a mental note to stay out of
cars for the rest of my life, which it
then occurred to me, would
probably be a matter of seconds.
But I don't remember much after
merging into five lanes of 70 mph
traffic and having a near miss with
a semi. I went into a euphoric state,
suddenly realizing that life here
really didn't matter-I would be
going to a better place soon. (That,
much to my surprise, turned out to
be Glendale.) I don't know much,
but I know there are too many cars
going too fast in Los Angeles.
In short, we ought to abandon
private cars as an idea that has
outlived its usefulness. But
Americans will never do a thing like

that. So here's a practical compromise.
Let's
slowly
outlaw the
production of gasoline powered cars
in favor of producing a less
powerful natural gas engine. That
way the demand for gasoline falls as
supplies do, and the price of natural
gas rises, making decentralized gas
production economically feasible (it
can now almost be made
economically by very small
production units).
Natural gas cars will go slower,
being generally sluggish, and we
make their speed the norm by
dropping to a speed maximum of 40
mph.
We build them out of the
strongest reinforced metal plate that
the engine can handle, so that when
two of them collide at 40 mph it's
likely the occupants will survive.
Finally, we make them uniform
and as simple to fix as possible-low
performance utilitarian engines in
simple bodies. Cut all nonessential
systems and reduce the price
significantly.
What do we lose? The goodwill of
oil companies, high speed, and
gadgets. What do we get? Safe,
cheap cars that run on domestic,
freely competitive fuel and last
longer.
That strikes me as a rational thing
to do. Why do you suppose we're
not doing it? etc.

"Personal Best" delicately female
By Liz and Lori
Sitting next to me in an interview with "Personal Best" screenwriter/director Robert Towne
was a lady who looked as if she blatantly supports
Reaganomics, and rushed home from Junior
League meetings every Tuesday to pick up the kids
at school.
She leaned forward and whispered, "I went into
that film the first time just ready to hate it .... I
came home very depressed because I liked it."
Don't tell the neighbors, though.
"Personal Best" traces the lives of two female
athletes through the four years they train to make
the 1980 Olympic team. Mariel Hemingway and
Patrice Donnelly are friends, lovers-that's right,
folks, we're dealing with homosexuality hereand finally competitors in Towne's controversial
and compelling film.
Don't close your conservative minds quite vet,
though. "Personal Best" dares to delicately reveal
a loving sexual relationship between two women,
but strives neither to condone nor condemn
homosexuality. That is not the central issue.
Instead it deals with coming to terms with
another individual without violating her need to
excel-serving one's own ambitions without
violating someone she loves. It is a picture of deep
human emotion and intimacy, of sell development, fierce discipline and driving desire.
Hemingway and Donnelly meet at the 1976
Olympic trials: girl meets girl, girl gets girl, girl
breaks up. Finally, Hemingway falls for a water
polo player (Kenny Moore): boy meets girl, boy
gets girl. All Moore has to say of the previous
homosexual relationship is, "I think we both like
great looking girls." Missing'is a deep emotional
crisis or traumatic guilt trip-. Should we simply

attribute that to the open-mindedness of the "80s?
Michael Chapman's cinematography quite
successfully instills a great appreciation of the
beauty of the human body into the film. Through
several slow-motion segments and other stunts, the
physical grace of the athletes is enhanced.
Hemingway began exhausting daily workouts a
year before main filming to develop the stamina
and strength to perform each of the pentathlon's
five track and field events.
An awesome performance is given by Donnelly,
a member of the 1976 Olympic team, in her film
debut. Her portrayal of Tory Skinner, an older
more experienced athlete, is sincere, emotional,
sensitive and extremely strong.
"Personal Best" is done delicately and with

insight, though it is inevitably uncomfortable and
awkward during some scenes. Its sexual content
does not force one to come to definite conclusions
upon his convictions. Towne insists that the
central issue of his movie is the relationship of
women to competition (they are suppressed), and
an individual's efforts to achieve her personal
best.
Towne removed his sunglasses and looked
intensely at the Junior Leaguer. "I made you
believe that it (the sexuality) wasn't that important, and that was depressing; because
'Dammit, why isn't that important?' That's a little
disorienting because the film really says that what
women do (their intrinsic worth) is more important than who they sleep with."«tC.

Marie! Hemingway (left) and Patrice Donnelly star in "Personal Best" as strangers who meet at the 1976
Olympic Trials and eventually become friends, lovers and teammates. Photo courtesy of Warner Bros Inc
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Music migrates to museum
Bv Selah Weaver
The TCU Bach Series is alive and
well at the museum Kimbell.
The series was moved to the
museum last fall, at the request of
the museum.
Music department chairman
Emmet Smith says the move may
have looked bad because there was
a misunderstanding concerning the
Bach Series at that time. He felt the
move might alleviate some of the
pressure caused by the misunderstanding.
In June, as he was about to
become music department chairman, Smith received a letter from
Brite Divinity School Dean Jack
Suggs and University Minister John
Butler. Word spread that the letter
said the Bach series was a secular
event, and therefore inappropriate
for performance in a worship
setting.
"The wording of the letter was
very strange," Smith explains. He
thought it meant that now that he
was chairman of the department, he
should be very careful about what
he scheduled in the chapel and
should not take advantage of his
new position to "turn the chapel
into a recital hall."
He says, "I took the letter to mean
I had better watch my step."
Suggs says the letter was meant to
establish guidelines. About two
years ago, there was a "rash of
requests" from different university
sources (not Smith) that indicated
that some felt the chapel was a
"university concert hall," he says.
This made a set of guidelines for
chapel use necessary so "we
wouldn't have to start from scratch
every time someone asked for the
chapel for concert usage." The
guidelines were intended to solve
those questions in advance.
Suggs and Butler wrote Smith,
says Suggs, because they knew that
if they were dealing with requests
and didn't have guidelines, Smith
would have to be called every time a
question
arose
about
appropriateness.
Suggs says he doubts Smith has

Monday
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Clan of '84 11 a.m. Student Center lower
lobby.

Films Committee 6 p.m. Student Center Room
202.
Education Dept 3 p.m. Student Center Room
204.
Campus Crusade 8:30 p.m. Student Center
Room 205.
IFC Presidents noon Student Center Room 211.
Forums 4 p.m. Student Center Room 214.
International Students 6 p.m. Student Center
Room 214.
Panhelleoic 3:30 p.m. Student Center Room
218.
Hall Directors 11:30 a.m. Student Center Room
222.
IFC 3:30 p.m. Student Center Room 222.

ever made a request for the chapel
that was unacceptable. "He's a
purist in the area ol worship."
The letter did not forbid the
series, says Suggs. He quotes from
the letter.saying, "The suitability of
music and setting along with the
now established tradition means the
Bach Series could also be continued."
He says the move to Kimbell came
as a surprise to both him and Butler.
Butler says the letter was sent to
Smith when he became chairman to
underscore the need to maintain the
policy regarding Christian worship.
It was not as if Smith didn't already
know that, he says.
"It (the chapel) is a place of
Christian worship ... for the
university," says Butler, "and as
such, that determines what does and
doesn't happen." He sees Bach as a
big part of the heritage of church
music, while something like a senior
clarinet recital might not be appropriate to hold in the chapel.
Smith says that when he consulted
with Butler over the letter, Butler
seemed shocked at Smith's interpretation of it. In turn, Smith was
shocked at what Butler said the
letter meant-a general reminder of
the sacredness of the chapel.
"I accepted his explanation as
absolute truth," Smith says. In the
meantime, Kimbell approached
him. But Smith says that at no time
has an official or anyone else asked
for the chapel as a recital hall.
Suggs says the letter did have a
bluntness about it. He says it allows
religious vocal presentations, but
goes on to say that other performances of a non-religious nature
wouldn't be appropriate.
"Every once in a while human
communications break down," says
Suggs. "When that happens, it's
unfortunate.
And
misunderstandings arise because of it.
Communication obviously broke
down somewhere."
Smith says he's not sorry the series
moved, except for lack of student
participation.
"It'd be nice to have the Bach
series back," says Butler, "but there

Tuesday
Class ol '84 11 a.m. Student Center lower
lobby.
"Dressing lor Success" 11:30 a.m. Student
Center Ballroom.
Campus Chest 6:30 p.m. Student Center
Ballroom.
Traffic Appeals 1 I a.m. Student Center Room
202.
Creative Programming 5 p.m Student Center
Room 203.
Academic Affairs 6 p.m. Student Center Rixrni
203.
Permanent Improvements 6 p.m. Student
Center R<x>m 204.
Wranglers 6 p.m. Student Center Room 205.
College Republicans 730 p.m. Student Center
Hcx.m 205.

are good reasons for it being
downtown too."
Smith says one advantage of the
move is that it provides tremendous
advertising for the series as well as
great exposure for TCU.
For the three years that the series
was held in Robert Carr Chapel,
says Smith, there was "hardly even
one sentence (about it) in the local
papers. Nobody would review
anything." Of 17 concerts, he says,
only two were reviewed.
Smith says Kimbell came to him
with the offer to pay expenses for
the series and asked "would we give
it a try for a year?" He says the
newspapers are much more eager to
print happenings at Kimbell.
"What we've gotten from them is
worth thousands of dollars," Smith
says.
Although overall attendance for
the concerts has remained at
roughly 300, Smith says student
participation has dropped off, while
community participation has increased.
Music major Mary Ragna Evans
says she still attends the series even
though she opposes the move. "I
don't like having to drive to get to
listen to the Bach concerts."
The move detracts from the
learning opportunity, she says.
"Why do they have faculty concerts? For the students to go."
She also says the chapel had the
better atmosphere for the series.
"Bach's music was meant for the
glory of God and having it in the
chapel recalls this fact to the minds
of the people attending the recital,"
says Evans.
But music major Louis Taylor
says it probably doesn't matter
much to students. Taylor is not
attending the concerts for lack of
time. "It's a good idea," he says. It's
a nice atmosphere at the Kimbell. "I
don't think it really matters that
much because there's not much
student participation anyway."
Music major Kevin Anderson
say's, "Both of them are lovely
settings for the Bach." He would
prefer to have the series on campus,

Freshmen Advisers 4 p.m. Student Center
207.
Ministers' Week noon Student Center
214.
Student Affairs 5:30 p.m. Student Center
214.
BSUfip.m. Student Center Room 218.
House of Reps 5 p.m. Student Center
222.

Wednesday

Room
Room
Room

H<x)m
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Class of '84 1 1 l.m. Student Center lower
lobby.

Phi Beta Kappa 4 p.m. Student Center Room
202.
Circle K Club n pin. Student Center Room
202.
Parents' Weekend 4 p in Student Center Room
203.

however, because both music and
non-music majors are here for a
liberal arts education. The priority
should be easy accessibility to
students, he says, since half a music
major's education comes from
performance, whether he listens or
participates.
The chapel, says Anderson, at
least has an organ. At the Kimbell
they have a portable organ set up
when the music calls for it.
"I don't see any real benefits at
having it at the Kimbell," Anderson
says, ". . . except you get a chance to
go the visual route as well," by
seeing art exhibits.
Music major Danell Pociask says
the move to Kimbell made no
difference because those who want
to go, go regardless. The move has
not deterred her from attending.
"I liked it in the chapel," she says,
but "the acoustics at the Kimbell
are just wonderful."
She says that transportation is not
that much of a problem. "Enough
kids do have cars so that there's a lot
of car pooling going on."
Charles Reber, a music education
major, doesn't attend anymore. It's
obviously not as close, he says. "But
I have means to get there. It's just
not as convenient anymore."
Because the series is now closer to
the arts complex in Fort Worth,
Reber says, the series draws an arts
type of crowd.
"I'd rather see it back here," he
says. "As a music major, listening to
all types of music is very important," especially Bach-a major
Baroque composer.
"When I first came here, I didn't
know anything about Bach," Reber
says. The series influenced him to
buy various Bach recordings.
Smith says the department did
everything they could to keep up
student participation. Free rides
from campus were advertised but
there were no takers. After a while,
it was dropped.
It's all a question of serving the
students or serving the overall
community.
The TCU Bach Series is alive and
well at the museum Kimbell. etc.

Angel Flight 6' p.m. Student Center Room 203.
BSU 12:15 p.m. Student Center Room 204
Homecoming Committee 4 p.m. Student Center
Room 204.

Bible Study 8 p.m Student Center Rcxim 207
Programming Council 5 p.m Student Center
H.M.ni 211

Student Conduct 3 p.m. Student Center Room
21b.
Star Telegram norm Student Center Room 218
Resident Hall

Assoc 4 p.m. Student Center

Room 222,
Performing Arts 4 p m
C.illerv.

Thursday

Student Center Art

11

American Freedom Forum I I 30 .1 m. Student
('ruler H.illroom.

